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DeBoer said the machine can be used for repairing and refurbishing circuit boards. “It is expensive but extremely effective,” he
said. The trial was a joint project between K-MAC Inc. of Coral Springs and Engineering Systems Inc. of Kissimmee. “For the
last several years, we have been working with K-MAC in evaluating the market potential for this tool,” DeBoer said. “We have
also worked to develop the machine and to show it to people.” Barbara Hendry, CEO of K-MAC, said the program, which
began in 2003, “has created a market for all of our product offerings, including our micro lab, modular units and standard
production units.” The program is similar to the XP5000-series machines K-MAC has been selling to engineering and design
schools, as well as manufacturers in Asia. To date, DeBoer said K-MAC has sold 10 XP8000’s. The DeBoer machine, he said,
uses the same structural design as the XP5000 series, but it has improved materials and is more robust. DeBoer said the XP8000
includes a dual-motor design that allows it to perform the same operations as the XP5000 series, but it also includes a dualmotor design for ease of use. DeBoer said his company is considering adding a number of key features to the XP8000, including
the ability to work with shielded cable and a software upgrade that would allow users to create a project on a single circuit board
using off-the-shelf components and automatically create a complete layout on a second circuit board, thus reducing the need to
manually set up the second board. DeBoer said he expects the new machine will be available in the spring. DeBoer said he
started K-MAC five years ago with $25,000 in start-up money, and he has been working “on a shoe string ever since.” “I have
been very fortunate,” he said. “I have been very lucky to have access to a lot of people, including the people at Engineering
Systems.” Hendry said K-MAC has “just about every product available” in the lab, including variable speed, reciprocating,
oscillating, and “even one of the 82157476af
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